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5. ASPEN nutrition support core curriculum: a case based approach –the adult patient / Gottschlich, Michale M. 2007; ASPEN Silver Spring.


14. Comprehensive Geriatric Oncology / Barducci, Lodovico, 2007; Taylor & Franics


31. Imaging the central nervous system of the fetus and neonate / Griffiths, Paul D. 2006; Informa Healthcare.


37. Metaheuristic procedure for training neural networks / Alba, E & Martir 2006; Springer.


41. Multilevel analysis for applied research: it's just regression / Bickel, Robert 2007; Guilford Press.


44. Nonlinear Times Series / Gao, Giti 2007; Champman & Hall / CRC (Semiparametric and nonparametric methods).


47. Practical guide to clinical data management / Prokscha, Susanne 2nd edn. 2007. CRC Press.


49. Reference manual for magnetic resonance safety implants and devices / shellock, Frank G. 2007; BRPG.


53. Statistical design & analysis of stability studies / Chow, Shein-Chung 2007; Chapman & Hall / CRC.


55. Surgical approaches to the facial skeleton / Ellis, Edward 2nd 2005- LWW.


59. Techniques in Microscopy for biomedical applications / Dokland T. 2006; Word Scientific Publishing.

60. Vitreous Microsurgery / Charles, Steve 4th edn. 2006. LWW.